RULES, REGULATIONS & COMPLIANCE

1. (Initial__________) All hunters will comply with Rules and Regulations of Oklahoma Department of Wildlife (www.wildlifedepartment.com).

2. (Initial__________) All hunters born after Dec. 31, 1971, must comply with the Oklahoma Hunters Education requirements.

3. (Initial__________) All hunters will supply their own safety equipment/wear to include but not limited to orange required during certain seasons and safety equipment to secure hunter in stands that are positioned above the ground. Parents of minors will be responsible in ensure minor has adequate equipment/wear needed to hunt.

4. (Initial__________) Smoking is NOT permitted at anytime while hunting or while physically on land that is designated for hunting.

5. (Initial__________) Consumption of alcohol before or during hunts is strictly prohibited. Any hunter found violating this rule will be disqualified.

6. (Initial__________) Hunters agree that they will not be in possession of any alcohol while physically on land that is designated for hunting.

7. (Initial__________) Any hunter found to be in possession of illegal weapons or drugs while on any White Horse Creek land or property will be immediately asked to leave and local authorities will be notified.

8. (Initial__________) All hunters understand that they will not be allowed to hunt if it is determined that they may be hung over from drinking the night before.

9. (Initial__________) Any hunter found to be disrupting or out of control to other hunters or the public will be disqualified and asked to leave immediately.

10. (Initial__________) All hunters agree that it will be the White Horse Creek decision to call off a search for an animal.

11. (Initial__________) All hunters understand that once a deer has been shot, the hunters hunt is over whether the animal is located or not.
RULES, REGULATIONS & COMPLIANCE (continued)

12. (Initial__________) All hunters understand that White Horse Creek reserves the right to inventory ammunition or arrows carried onto hunting land by hunters.

13. (Initial__________) All designated hunting stands/blinds will be selected prior to the hunt. Once a stand/blind has been designated to a hunter it will be the permanent assigned stand/blind during the duration of the hunters hunt. Hunters need to be aware that shooting in area will not permit the hunter to be moved. Furthermore, White Horse Creek reserve the right to move the hunter if exigent circumstances exist.

14. (Initial__________) All minors must be able to hunt by themselves or be assisted by the parent or legal guardian.

15. (Initial__________) All minors will be required to have parents signature on all paperwork required by White Horse Creek, to included, but not limited to this document.

16. (Initial__________) Upon arrival for the hunt, all hunters must show proof that they have a valid hunting license and tags required, proof that hunter has completed a hunters safety education course and a personal photo ID. All minor hunters may bring a copy of birth certificate in place of a personal photo ID.

17. (Initial__________) Hunters will not be allowed to arrange or move any stand/blind.

18. (Initial__________) Hunters may not trim, cut or break limbs or branches from any tree any time while on land to be hunted, unless a White Horse Creek has provided permission.

19. (Initial__________) All hunters must remain in their stand/blind until released by White Horse Creek. At no time should a hunter walk around. Hunters may exit their stand/blind to stretch or relieve themselves. Hunters must remain within 20 yards of their stand/blind.

20. (Initial__________) All hunters will remain in their stand after shooting an animal unless White Horse Creek has released them. Any hunter found tracking without permission will be asked to leave.

21. (Initial__________) White Horse Creek must be present when tracking an animal and will witness locating of said animal and the removal of required organs.

22. (Initial__________) All animals must be scored by White Horse Creek for scoring to be official.
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32. (Initial__________) The hunter(s) of White Horse Creek must agree to allow their name and pictures to be made public and used for promotional purposes.

33. (Initial__________) All hunters agree to have a guide present during check-in.

35. (Initial__________) Hunter’s choice of hunt and dates will not be secured until $500 has been received by White Horse Creek.

36. (Initial__________) All entries are first come first serve.

38. (Initial__________) Buck must be a minimum gross score of 135 to be eligible for harvest. Hunter agrees to pay a $500 fee if the buck scores less than 135.

39. (Initial__________) Archery equipment that must be manually drawn and held by the shooters muscles until the time of the shot is the only type of archery equipment that is eligible (compound, recurve, and long bows) to use. Crossbows are acceptable for persons with upper body disabilities only. Proof must be provided before hunter will be allowed to hunt.

41. (Initial__________) All hunters understand and agree that a violation of any rule, regulation or compliance requirement will be asked to leave. White Horse Creek will make the final decision for each matter. Each hunter is allowed 1 Buck, unless you pay for a second hunt (Archery).
SCORING

Scoring will be determined using the “Cy Curtis Program” with the following stipulations:

1. (Initial______)  All measurements will be rounded off to the nearest 1/8 inch.
2. (Initial______)  If an antler is broken off, the measurement will not include the detached portion of the antler, unless antler is broken after the deer has observed by White Horse Creek and the antler was intact at that time.
3. (Initial______)  If the main beams are moveable, the measurement will be made at the widest point when the antlers are held in.
4. (Initial______)  Once a buck is measured, it will not be re-measured unless a White Horse Creek finds reason to do so.
5. (Initial______)  A gross score will be used for total score. Deductions will not be counted.

More information may be found on the “Cy Curtis Program” on the Oklahoma Department of Wildlife website found at www.wildlifedepartment.com/cycurtis.htm
SIGNATURE

- By signing below, you agree to hold White Horse Creek or its associates, harmless for any damages or injuries that occur during your hunt.
- By signing below, you agree and understand that all questions, comments or concerns should only be directed to an official White Horse Creek associate.
- By signing below, you agree that you have read and understand the RULES, REGULATIONS & COMPLIANCE above and have followed up with White Horse Creek and clarified any questions or concerns.
- By signing below, you agree and understand that all decisions made by White Horse Creek are final.
- By signing below, you agree to comply with all rules and regulations of White Horse Creek.
- By signing below, you agree to comply with the scoring process for White Horse Creek.
- By signing below, you agree to not assume anything not printed within this document and consult with a White Horse Creek associate for complete verification.

By signing below, I ________________________________ have read and understand, agree and will comply with all pages within this document (5 pages).

Type of Hunt __________ *Length of Hunt _____________ *Price:__________

Hunter’s Name (printed): __________________________________________________________________________________________
Hunter’s Signature: ___________________________ Date: ____________

Witness Name (printed): __________________________________________________________________________________________
Witness Signature: ___________________________ Date: ____________
Address: ___________________________________________ Phone: ___________________________
City: ___________________________ State: ___________________________

Complete if hunter is a minor:
Parent/Legal Guardian’s Name (printed): __________________________________________________________________________________________

Parent/Legal Guardian’s Signature: ___________________________ Date: ____________